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Status

Pending

Subject

Option to Insert a new event in calendar when posting a new tiki article of type "event"

Version

2.x

Category

- Feature request

Feature

Database MySQL (MyISAM)
Article
Calendar
Templates (Smarty)

Submitted by

Xavier de Pedro

Rating

🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟 (0) 🟦

Description

In order to avoid duplication of effort, It would be very nice to be able insert a calendar item when editing an article in Tiki.

I imagine that as a new option in article edit form, for any article type or just some type, like "event", or so. You should be able to select the date or dates to insert that info in the calendar feature, select which calendar, etc.

So that calendar and upcoming_events module is updated when a new article is posted with that option selected.

Importance

6

Priority

30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
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